Resources: Find social media graphics and post suggestions, infographics and factsheets, posters and flyers, and other printable content. Also find links to our partners’ websites and resources.

Videos: Find all video clips grouped by subject. Can be downloaded by playing the video and then clicking or shared directly from the website by playing the video and then clicking.

Language: Website is fully navigable and English and Spanish. Switch the language by clicking “English” in the upper right-hand corner and selecting “Spanish”.

www.censushardtocountmaps2020.us

This website is a searchable tool that displays information based on the geographic area you choose. You can search by address, zip code, county names, state names, etc. to get information. The map that is mostly purple and green shows the type of contact/information people will receive from the census bureau starting in Mid-March. The map that is mostly white, red, and orange shows “Hard to Count” rates and gives information on hard to count groups (displayed by clicking the “on” button on the key of the green/purple map). This map will be updated live during March, April, and May to show household unit response rates by census tract.

Further Resources

yocuentoenga.com: Latino CCC page, videos, graphics, social media posts, and information all in Spanish
acgg.org/2020_census.php: County level data and contact lists for local complete count committees
faircount.org: Bridging the technology divide, survey to recommend locations for Internet and tech installations
census.georgia.gov: Georgia’s State Complete Count Committee resources incl. customizable posters, Local CCC Kit
census.gov/roam: Another searchable mapping tool to see demographic information by census tract
census.gov/schools: Free lesson plans relating to the census for a variety of subjects and ages
census.gov/partners: U.S. Census Bureau website for materials and information